Introduction
The skill of cancer cells to invade and metastasize is caused by the genetic changes that these cells have undergone during multi-step tumorigenesis. However, cancer cell microenvironment is a strong determinant of whether or not it acquires the potential to metastasize (1, 2) . Thus, during primary tumor formation, carcinoma cells engage a multifaceted collection of cells composed by cancer-associated fibroblasts (CAFs), endothelial cells and inflammatory cells, the so called tumorassociated stroma, that engage a molecular crosstalk with cancer cells, secreting large amounts of factors/cytokines and influencing invasion and metastasis (4) (5) (6) .
Cancer cells undergo profound changes in their metabolism and recently both tumor microenvironment and metabolic reprogramming have been included in the Hallmarks of Cancer (7) . In fact, cancer cells undergo aerobic glycolysis coupled with increased glucose uptake due to incomplete glucose oxidation, that favour cell proliferation through an efficient anabolism of glycolytic intermediates, needed to increase cancer biomass (8, 9) . Cancer cells express the M2 splice isoform of pyruvate kinase (PK), an enzyme which shifts glucose metabolism towards aerobic glycolysis, short-circuiting ATP production and avoiding ATP inhibition of glycolysis (10, 11) . Hypoxia has been involved in metabolic reprogramming of cancer cells, establishing a functional loop between glycolytic and respiring cells and sustaining survival of cancer cells (12) .
Indeed, hypoxia leads cancer cells to upload lactate, produced by neighbouring hypoxic cells, which feeds aerobic cancer cells through respiration and anabolic functions (12) .
A strict link between tumor metabolism and oxidative stress has also been reported. Indeed, the genetic loss of the NAD-dependent deacetylase SIRT3 in breast cancers favours the Warburg phenotype, causing oxidative stress which culminates in hypoxia inducible factor-1 (HIF1) stabilization (13) . Furhermore, PK-M2 has been indicated as a target of oxidative stress (14) , a very common feature of several cancers. Redox inhibition of PK-M2 is required to divert glucose flux Author Manuscript Published OnlineFirst on July 31, 2012; DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472. CAN-12-1949 from glycolysis to the pentose phosphate pathway, thereby generating reducing potential through generation of NADPH for detoxification of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (14) (15) (16) .
CAFs have already been proven to elicit a pro-oxidant environment in cancer cells, deeply affecting tumor progression and metastasis spread (17) . Indeed, CAFs promote EMT in human prostate carcinoma (PCa) cells as well as enhancement of tumor growth, increase of stem cell markers development and spontaneous metastases (18). The ability of CAFs to elicit EMT and stem-like traits is due to activation of a pro-inflammatory signature involving cycloxygenase-2, nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) and HIF1 which is responsible for a motogen transcriptional program (17) . In addition CAFs themselves undergo oxidative stress during their differentiation into a myofibroblast-like highly reactive and secretory phenotype (19-21).
In this paper we report evidence of a reciprocal metabolic reprogramming of CAFs and PCa cells. In particular, we demonstrate that following activation CAFs shift their metabolism towards a more glycolytic one, through a HIF1-and oxidative stress-dependent extrusion of lactate. This catabolite shuttles back to cancer cells, which use it for TCA cycle and protein synthesis, fueling cancer cell proliferation.
Research. Suppl. Tab. I. Our choice has been driven by cancer aggressiveness and PSA values. As healthy counterparts, we used fibroblasts isolated from four men with benign prostatic hyperplasia (human prostate fibroblasts, HPFs). Firstly, we observed that prostate CAFs undergo increased anaerobic glycolysis, as revealed by their increased basal glucose up-take (Fig. 1A) . In addition, the analysis of gene pathways revealed that glycolysis is activated in CAFs with respect to HPFs, being PK-M2, ALDO-A/B/C, ENO-1/2, TPI-1 the main upregulated genes (Suppl. Fig. 2A , B and C). We also observed that CAFs show increased expression of MCT4 (Fig. 1B) , the passive lactate-proton symporter driving lactate efflux, thereby validating the idea that prostate CAFs increased their lactate production with respect to healthy HPFs. Finally we observed that prostate CAFs experience a state of oxidative stress in comparison to HPFs (Fig. 1C) . This last finding is in keeping with other data reporting that oxidants are important players for fibroblast activation and CAF-dependent tumor invasion (17, 19, 21) . Indeed, our data reveal that both cytoplasmic and mitochondrial H 2 O 2 are greater in CAFs compared to HPFs (Fig. 1C and 1D ). Gene expression analysis, glucose uptake, Author Manuscript Published OnlineFirst on July 31, 2012; DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472. CAN-12-1949 as well as their ROS production, indicate that prostate CAFs experience a Warburg metabolism due to their activation in response to cross-talk with cancer cells.
Prostate HPFs undergo Warburg effect in response to activation.
To investigate the activation of Warburg metabolism due to CAFs differentiation, we used HPFs activated in vitro using CM from PCa cells. Indeed, we have already reported that PCa secrete soluble factors able to elicit a mesenchymal-mesenchymal transition in HPFs, leading them to an activation state similar to myofibroblasts (18). We termed these in vitro activated HPFs, as PCa-activated fibroblasts (PCaAFs). We observed that exposure of HPFs to PCa-CM elicits a clear increase in their lactate secretion ( Fig. 2A) , likely due to the increase in MCT4 in PCa-AFs (Fig. 2B) . Activation of fibroblasts does not affect their utilization of lactate, as revealed by analyses of lactate up-load and MCT-1 expression level ( Fig. 2B and Suppl. Fig. 3) . A conversion to a Warburg metabolism in response to fibroblast activation, is confirmed by the ability to increase the expression of GLUT1 glucose transporter and the consequent enhanced glucose uptake (Fig. 2C, D) .
The Warburg metabolic shift in CAFs is redox-and HIF1-dependent. Differentiation of
CAFs towards a myofibroblast phenotype has been reported as a redox dependent event (19, 21). In addition HIF1 is a master regulator of anaerobic metabolism during exposure to hypoxia, which undergoes redox regulation as well. To address the possibility that the conversion to a Warburg phenotype of HPFs could be dependent on oxidative stress and HIF1-mediated transcription in normoxia, we firstly observed that PCa-AFs have a higher basal level of ROS with respect to HPFs (Fig. 3A) . Pretreatment of HPFs and PCa-AFs with the oxidant scavenger N-acetyl cysteine (NAC) inhibits lactate extrusion by fibroblasts (Fig. 3B) , suggesting that their Warburg phenotype depends on ROS content. In agreement, we found that the expression of the MCT4 transporter is decreased in presence of the scavenger (Fig. 3C) . Although HPFs are activated to PCa-AFs in normoxia, we observed a clear stabilization of the transcription factor HIF1 in PCa-AFs, in agreement with their high ROS content (Fig. 3C) functionally with the inhibitor topotecan, confirms that HIF1 plays a mandatory role in both MCT4 upregulation due to fibroblast activation and in lactate efflux (Fig. 3 B, C and D) .
SIRT3 is involved in ROS production and HIF1 stabilization in PCa-AFs. Recent evidence
showed that the mitochondrial deacetylase SIRT3 is involved in the control of HIF1 expression, and redox signaling has been implicated in such control (13) . A decrease in SIRT3 expression leads to increased SOD2 acetylation/inhibition, thereby causing ROS increase and HIF1 stabilization (25, 26) . We observed that the contact with PCa cells, while activating HPFs to PCa-AFs, leads in fibroblasts to a downregulation of SIRT3 and an increase in SOD2 acetylation, together with a clear stabilization of HIF1 (Fig. 4A ). In agreement with the idea of a redox-mediated stabilization of HIF1 via SIRT3 dowregulation, mitochondrial ROS are strongly increased upon HPFs activation (Fig. 4B, C) . SIRT3 acts as a key upstream regulator of ROS production during HPFs activation, leading to HIF1 stabilization. Indeed, when down-regulation of SIRT3 was forced by RNA interference in HPFs, we found a strong overproduction of ROS accompanied by a dramatic increase of HIF1 accumulation (Fig. 4D) . The role of SIRT3 is also confirmed by treatment with the SIRT-activator kaempferol, leading to ROS and HIF1 downregulation in CAFs (Fig. 4C) .
5. PCa up-load lactate produced by CAFs. Since HPFs undergo Warburg effect upon their activation in response to PCa interplay, extruding lactate in the extracellular compartment, we speculate that PCa cells can upload this lactate generated by stromal fibroblasts, using it for different purposes. To address this point PCa cells were treated with CM from HPFs or CAFs (ex vivo cultures), or co-cultured with HPFs (obtaining PCa-AFs). On the basis of data obtained by our analysis of ex vivo fibroblasts (Fig. 1) , we used for further studies HPFs 1, 3 and 4 or CAFs 1, 4 and 9. The results show that lactate produced by CAFs is strongly decreased where PCa are present (both treatment with CM or co-culture), thus suggesting that lactate has been consumed by PCa (Fig. 5A) . Since activated fibroblasts showed unchanged MCT1 expression and unaffected lactate up-load compared to HPFs (Fig. 2B and CAN-12-1949 also metabolically reprogrammed to upload lactate. In keeping, we found that the MCT1 transporter is up-regulated in PCa cells treated with CM from CAFs or in co-culture with CAFs (Fig. 5B) . In agreement, MCT4 expression in PCa cells is unaffected by co-culture with CAFs (Suppl. Fig. 4A ).
Again, HIF1 and redox signaling play a mandatory role in metabolic reprogramming of PCa cells through up-regulation of MCT1, as revealed by treatments with NAC or topotecan (Fig. 5B) (Fig 5D) .
Lactate shuttle is functional for PCa cell growth.
With the aim to investigate which is the benefit for PCa cells to upload lactate produced by surrounding CAFs, we firstly analyzed cell proliferation. PCa cells were labeled with the fluorochrome CSFE, co-cultured with CAFs and then assayed for proliferation by flow cytometry. The results indicate that the proliferation index of PCa cells increased by 30%, suggesting an active role of CAFs in sustaining PCa cells proliferation (Fig.6A) . The relevance of lactate up-load for PCa cell growth was confirmed using α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamate (CHC), a specific MCT1 inhibitor, already acknowledged to disrupt lactate shuttle between hypoxic and normoxic cells within tumors (12, 27) (Fig. 6A) . Furthermore, PCa cell growth was assayed in a time course co-culture experiment, in which cancer cells were seeded with increasing number of CAFs (1:3; 1:5; 1:10). PCa islets developed after some days and we observed a clear trophic effect of CAFs for PCa cell proliferation (Fig. 6B) CAN-12-1949 given by co-culture with CAFs for PCa cell growth was reverted by blocking the function of MCT1 transporter with CHC (Fig. 6B) . The effect of CHC is highly specific for PCa cells, which are actively up-loading lactate, since it impairs the viability of PCa cells without significantly affecting CAFs viability (Fig. 6C) . Similar results were observed after silencing of MCT1 by RNA interference (Suppl. Fig. 4B ) or by the use of different metabolism inhibitors. Indeed, the block of the metabolic circuitry established between co-cultured PCa cells and CAFs, by treatment with 2-deoxyglucose (2-DG), dichloroacetate (DCA) or Antimicin A, as well as forced re-expression of SIRT3 by kaempferol (28), leads to a remarkable decrease of PCa cell growth (Fig. 6D) . We finally validated in vivo the idea that CAFs induce a metabolic shift in neighboring PCa cells, leading them to become MCT1-dependent for their growth. Wild type or MCT1 silenced PCa were subcutaneously injected in SCID bg/bg together with CAFs. As we already reported, co-injection of CAFs with PCa cells strongly enhances the tumor growth rate (17), while we observed that silencing of MCT1 reduces this ability by 50%, thereby underscoring the significance of lactate shuttle between CAFs and PCa cells during tumor growth (Fig. 6E) . by engaging a biunivocal relationship with cancer cells forcing them to respire and overcome energy depletion due to the Warburg effect (Fig. 7A) . In particular, fibroblasts in contact with epithelial cancer cells undergo myofibroblast differentiation and produce lactate through aerobic glycolysis and Warburg metabolism (Fig. 7B) CAN-12-1949 addition, cancer cells lactate uptake lead to the reduction of extracellular acidity, which represents a not favourable environmental factor for tumor survival. The metabolic reprogramming of PCa cells and their CAFs involves also re-expression of MCT4 in CAFs, granting for efficient extrusion of lactate from CAFs, and MCT1 in cancer cells, allowing them to powerfully upload the anabolite to respire and fuel anabolism. Expression of MCT4 is increased in CAFs extracted by human PCa, compared with benign prostate hyperplasia, with higher MCT4 level associated with poorer clinical outcome. In keeping with these data, stromal MCT4 has been correlated with poor clinical outcome in triple-negative breast cancers (32) . The upload of lactate by opportunistic cells has been described in other symbiotic systems (33) (34) (35) (36) . Hypoxic and normoxic areas of tumors are able to engage a sort of Cori Cycle culminating in fueling respiration of normoxic cells with lactate at expenses of the anaerobic metabolism of hypoxic cells (12) . In addition, MCT1 expression and lactate upload has been correlated with p53 loss, with higher MCT1 expressed by tumors associated with poorer clinical outcome (37) . In keeping with these data, we show here that MCT1 expression Author Manuscript Published OnlineFirst on July 31, 2012; DOI: 10.1158/0008-5472. CAN-12-1949 plasticity affecting both motility (36) and metabolism (38, 40) . In keeping, we show here that oxidative stress in CAFs explanted from tumors correlated with PCa aggressiveness and PSA values.
Oxidative stress and redox-mediated HIF1 stabilization have also been involved in SIRT3 loss and consequent deregulation of oxidative pathways (25, 41) . In particular, SIRT3 opposes to Warburg phenotype of cancer cells, mainly acting via destabilization of HIF1, leading to inhibition of glycolysis and activation of oxidative metabolism (13) . We now report that the NAD-dependent deacetylase SIRT3 is clearly down-regulated during stromal reactivity and myofibroblasts differentiation, thereby leading to SOD acetylation/activation and driving a ROS-dependent HIF1 stabilization. The glycolytic switch evident in breast cancer cells lacking SIRT3 has been proposed to contribute to tumorigenesis (13) 
